OVERVIEW:
THIS VERSATILE SPIRALIZER ALLOWS YOU TO ENJOY HEALTHY MEALS IN NO TIME.
- Interchangeable blades & pusher base allow you to have a wide variety of noodles.
  Choose from: ribbon, standard, thick, & thin.
- The secure suction cups stabilize base to work surface.
- The rotating handle allows for a smooth motion to create the perfect noodle every time.
- Use the storage container lid for easy cutting board prep. Place cutting board upside down for non-slip grip.
- Use the storage container with lid to prep & store.
- Spiralizer is great for carrots, cucumbers, zucchini, onions, beets, potatoes, sweet potatoes, apples & many other fruits & vegetables. This is great for gluten-free eating.

ULTIMATE SPIRALIZER INCLUDES:
Rotating Handle | Storage Container | Dual Function Cutting Board Lid | 4-Interchangeable Blades & Container Cover
Blade Container | Pusher Base | Food Holder & Handle

COMES APART FOR EASY & THOROUGH CLEANING
HAND WASH ONLY. TO SHARPEN BLADES, SIMPLY USE A DIAMOND FILE. VERY CAREFULLY, WHILE WEARING CUT RESISTANT GLOVES.
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

**Storage Container with Dual Function Lid**
(Use as Cutting Board + Keeps Food Fresh)

**Interchangeable Blades**
(with container cover for storage)

**Food Holder**

**Secure Suction Cups**

**Pusher Base**
(for longer foods)

**Rotating Handle**

---

**Select Your Slice**

Use images below as reference when selecting a blade size. Blades are labeled on top of tabs.

- **Ribbon**
- **Thin**
- **Standard**
- **Thick**

**Add the Blade**

Insert selected blade into designated opening located at the front of the storage container.

**Ready-to-Use**

Tip: Keep extras in storage container, place lid on top, & store in fridge for freshness.

- Use dual functioning cutting board to trim ends of fruits &/or vegetables.
- Attach fruit &/or vegetable to food holder & slide pusher base into blade. Once aligned, rotate handle to spiralize.
- When done, carefully remove blade. Snap container cover into place & place lid on storage container.

---

Open lid & carefully remove contents inside storage container.

Unfold handle on pusher base until at 90°. Carefully attach food holder (holding the outside edge) through hole in pusher base. Then, attach rotating handle to end of food holder.

Push down on container cover tab to remove for spiralizing (reattach for storage).

Choose a blade & insert until snapped into place.

Insert pusher base into base.